The worst-case scenario with the enemy, in contrast to popular belief that things are now "hard", is that humanity never knew what was going on until it was too late.

From all the potential scenarios, that would be the most dangerous one of all. It would also be impossible to turn around once it has pounced on mankind, and impossible to remove while it has manifested itself.

This all that I type here, is one of the things I definitely want to be wrong about, and I hope the Gods also assist humanity and also that humans don't give up on their own understanding.

Above all, I am certain the enemy will collapse no matter what route they take. Even a victory over the people now will be short lived.

As Billy Gates recently slipped from his mouth, he admitted that they were "expecting" a far higher (blind of course) participation into all these transitory plans which are generally dubbed as the Great Reset. Gates was expecting a bigger vaccine "Turnout" in most places, and couldn't "Comprehend" that people didn't blindly engage into this ritual worldwide.

I would say that they confidently believed that only "marginal" people would resist this or consider this suspicious, possibly no more than 5% or a maximum of 10%. They control the media, the internet, the social media - everything. How could this ever happen to them?

Their worst nightmares have actually been confirmed. People are actually aware that something really bad is going on, and that we no longer are present in merely a simple continuum of time and space where governments are just engaging in mere "Corruption" or a medical company does some profit making.

We are living inside a strange moment, and people understand this. Many are
blocking it, but it's still here. This "transition" is mostly abnormal, and as people here know, it's an attempt to usher a jewish manifestation of an undesirable future of tyranny.

For them, the whole "Vaccine" situation, which Billy has referred to oftentimes as a "Test", is in a sense a ritualistic test of "Faith". They were making an assesment alongside everything on how much the people would blindly comply into any of this without even a reservation.

When they found out that is beneath 50% in most places on earth, that is very worrisome. The enemy also thought that the fact that 7 out of 10 people went to vaccinate in many places [which was mostly due to force, fear, or medical conditions] was some sort of giant vote of confidence for the enemy, who boastfully declares now these people will have to line up every 3 months to even exist.

The boastfulness and revelation of all the enemy's plans, which was conspiracy theory just a couple years ago, should leave nobody with a question mark. Everyone understands all of that is insane. If not everyone, most people who have a thinking capacity, will see that something is very wrong in all of this.

Remember, all of this started manifesting after the enemy's mass exposure from 2017 and onward. The first bell was rung when they understood too many people were too aware of Jewish plotting, and their reactions have been becoming more and more severe, but also damaging on their own agenda.

Many people thought this would stop when the Governments "Told them" it would, but, isn't it normal that they should keep things going anyway? How many believe as time goes that any of this really has to do with public safety, our Nations, or our future in anyway?

Well, the issue is, if they kept the same route they were going before with being softer and acting hidden, they would lose power sooner or later. The power of people to inform themselves and other rising technologies and Satanic forces, would eventually cause them too many issues.

In a sense, their power is already lost, since most of their lies are collapsing. The moment these lies collapse, they are left with very few choices.

As time goes, and when tyrannies run out of options after hoaxes or conspiracies are revealed in full, they instate brutal force. Therefore, that is to be expected.
Jews and those in power have done copious rituals during this Hanukkah for this very end, and we all saw the "rumors" flying in Australia, Austria, Germany, but even in the United States and the head of the European Union.

There is a good percent of likelihood that we might see violence within the next 6 months, and State use of force and brutality. It will depend on if the enemy has judged the situation is permanently lost for them or other assessments. But if it is, they will definitely try to usher force.

The whole "vaccine" situation is only a droplet of many big implementations they want to make in the next decade. If people aren't even lining up for a simple "mRNA" vaccine, many of the things they want to implement are going to fail, if not most of them? How will people accept anything?

The more data surfaces, the more this whole "Vaccine" and "Co-Vid" ordeal appears to be a combination for steady yearly culling. If people keep taking infinite doses as the jewish corporations and media want them, and Governments bully people to do, in combination with all the Co-Vid and derivative factors, we are speaking of a great culling taking place.

If people resist this and since they have been increasingly understanding what is going on, the above is going to fail. But there will be a price to pay for this awakening, except if even more people keep reacting to this entirely. The price for this awakening is that yes, things might get bad.

As oppressive Governments and tyrannies run out of options, they instate violence or martial law to keep their order. At the current data, nothing supports it. Regardless, as we have seen, the enemy requires nothing to back up their statements and any fabricated justifications can be made up, or anything imaginable, to simply attempt to proceed with use of the military for "Vaccination" or other similar events.

The head golem Ursula of the European Union and her statements, are also likewise very alarming, in that they are now looking into "Mandatory" vaccination. Over whatever, a virus that is already obsolete and already transforms extremely quickly.

Thankfully, there is no EU military branch, in that Ursula cannot command an army of autobots to have to go down on people to force needles up their arms, but they definitely have entertained these ideas.
Many of these people are also very self-righteous. They cannot comprehend the Goy doesn't want the miracle of their jewish cousins that doesn't even inoculate but was branded as a "vaccine" anyway, or why the Goy doesn't want to sit down permanently and eternally to be doing injections only so that they can have a job.

It's beyond them to understand this, they consider humanity does a great insolence to their reptilian meat socket "Deities" that we refuse to accept this madness, and even worse they react to the fact, that many humans have comprehended that is the case.

Now one would think, they would need to follow science or at least have some justification for instating such a tyranny, even if temporary, but I would express the opinion that they no longer need this. In fact, maybe it can't even be used since nobody will believe it anyway past a point.

The question of science or such as the facts that the so called "Mutations" are merely powerless, might all fall in vain. If they decide that their power is drifting away, violence might be used, except of oppressive measures.

The so called "Unvaccinated" and the "Vaccinated" who don't line up every 3 months for a Jewish Kapparot Ritual, will be called "Enemies of the State" and generally have all their rights taken away. That might involve military force in some places.

Financial violation which is a classic method, has been implemented copiously during the whole pandemic. That is one method of control. But apparently, that doesn't look like it has satisfied them.

Whether or not the above will happen is also highly reliant on how much power the enemy thinks they have. All we have been seeing lately is a major crackdown of these exact powers, since they have no belief left in the people and this worsens day by day. Therefore, force, coercion, brutal measures, are the last cards they can pull to keep the frauds going.

Klaus envisions a world where 30% of the people that are present on it now are dead, and where everyone is biologically altered, chipped etc, and enslaved.

One way for them is to push through corpses to attain this, which is a dangerous path due to the potential of failure, another is through half baked popular acceptance, which again has high chance of failure, and the third way is to not
have this happen which will be highly upsetting to the forces that use them as meat sockets, which leaves them with few options.

Another path, is that they could "wait" until there are no human cops, firefighters, or military [ie, they have borgs working for them], but the technology is not available for this, and therefore, they cannot stall it, because they know by the time these achievements are made, much of their fraud and jewish conspiracy will already have collapsed due to social development and understanding.

Therefore, they are left with some difficult decisions here. Even in Austria, there are protests where the cops show the people. If I was Ursula, I would be very worried. It appears even cops, military and firefighters actually know what's up. That is also why Biden appears to be cleaning house and enforcing the perpetual injections to US Personnel.

But does that guarantee their faith, or that these people merely don't want to lose their job?

If people know that much now with the archaic internet, one can only imagine what these technologies will bring in their exposure.

On a level for those who are more in the know, as the enemy fails to implement this agenda, the higher "non corporeal" aka reptilian enemy is going to turn on their own for their failures. As time goes and they know that if they don't apply, these forces will be really angry on them, they will press things even more.

Regardless, if these meat sockets were even aware of what they are doing and how it ends for them [they are expendable garbage and the reptilians see them in this way], they would have went begging to the Gods now to repent and stop their behavior instantly. Yet, that is impossible since they are servants of the enemy, and they clearly are going to continue anyway.

For those who know who is behind this and what is going on [and why we are here in the first place], then one understands that the enemy will not stop until they have done everything they want. Or attempted to do that and had their heads cut off in the process.

This is like having to deal with ticks at this point, they don't understand that they must stop this or change themselves from being a tick. They have their warped imaginations and interpretations and they will not part from these at any cost.
The RTRS and other new incoming Rituals are now paramount, as they have been.

Lastly, closing from the beginning of the post, yes, that is a very good escalation of affairs and how it's going, despite of people thinking it's a pain. All of this is temporary compared to everyone sleeping on these agendas and finding themselves permanently trapped without any escape.

It's better that humans understand a thing or two and go through this, rather than just waking up with an infinite wave of NPCs trapped into a matrix metaverse brain jacked pod, and anyone questioning "how" it happened. It's better even these events people call terrifying or fully evil do occur now, rather than later.

It's worth paying the price and all these considerable risks to wake up, as the final end of this is merely the destruction or full enslavement of mankind, permanently and without any capability to return. Even the worst events that might occur now are only temporary compared to this.

What is for sure, is that half the battle against the enemy has been successful. Years ago we kept repeating "Masks will drop, Masks will drop", and now, all masks have been dropped to the ground. The enemy doesn't even hide their agenda anymore, and their conspiracies are all exposed.

This is however a similar case to catching a criminal and them seeing that they are being chased. Chances are this will cause a rampage. They know they have been doing all they have been, so letting go peacefully is not going to be the case.

We have 'Run out' of any more conspiracy theories since all of them have been proven. Now there is only a fight for the liberation of humanity.

In regards to those who still buy the popular narrative, they can happily line up for 8 shots, or enjoy a dictatorship, or go beg the jews in mind trips that "Guarantee" them "Freedom", which oh, it turns out, they always had.

The West wasn't built on the idea that freedom is inferior to "safety and convenience", it was built on the opposite sequence. Freedom is what makes life worthwhile, and safety and convenience are worthwhile insofar one is free.